General Education Requirements within Majors

**Anthropology (BA)**
World Cultures: ANT 101, ANT 208, ANT 230
Individual & Society: ANT/PSY/SOC 210

**Cell and Molecular Biology (BS)**
Math & Quantitative Reasoning: MAT 241
Life & Physical Science: BIO 102, BIO 103, BIO 104, CHE 102, CHE 103, CHE 104, CHE 201, CHE 202, PHY 101, PHY 102, PHY 203, PHY 204
Scientific World: BIO 102, BIO 103, BIO 104, BIO/GEN 255, CHE 102, CHE 103, CHE 104, CHE 201, CHE 202, PHY 101, PHY 102, PHY 203, PHY 204

**Computer Science & Information Security (BS)**
Math & Quantitative Reasoning: MAT 241, MAT 242, MAT 301
Scientific World: CSCI 271

**Criminal Justice (Crime Control & Prevention) (BA)**
Individual & Society: SOC 101

**Criminal Justice (Institutional Theory & Practice) (BS)**
U.S. Experience: POL 101
Individual & Society: SOC 101

**Criminal Justice Management (BS)**
U.S. Experience: POL 101

**Criminology (BA)**
World Cultures: ANT 230
Individual & Society: SOC 101
100 level justice: ECO 170
300 level justice: LIT 326, LIT 327, LLS 325

**Culture & Deviance Studies (BA)**
World Cultures: ANT 101, ANT 208, ANT 230
U.S. Experience: LLS 241
Individual & Society: ANT/PSY/SOC 110, ANT/PSY/SOC 210, LLS 255, SOC 101
100 level justice: ECO 170
300 level justice: HIS 320, LLS 322, LLS 325, POL 320
English (BA)
World Cultures: LIT 236
U.S. Experience: LIT 233, LIT 265
Creative Expression: ISP 235, ISP 236, LIT 230
Individual & Society: LIT 232
300 level justice: ISP 321, ISP 322, LIT 326, LIT 327, LLS 363, LLS 364
Learning from the Past: LIT 237
Communications: ISP 273

Fire Science (BS)
Life & Physical Science: PHY 101, PHY 203
Scientific World: PHY 101, PHY 203

Forensic Psychology (BA)
Individual & Society: PSY 101

Forensic Science (BS)
Math & Quantitative Reasoning: MAT 241, MAT 242, MAT 301
Life & Physical Science: BIO 102, BIO 103, BIO 104, CHE 102, CHE 103, CHE 104, CHE 201, CHE 202, PHY 203, PHY 204
Scientific World: BIO 102, BIO 103, BIO 104, CHE 102, CHE 103, CHE 104, CHE 201, CHE 202, CHE 220, PHY 203, PHY 204

Fraud Examination and Financial Forensics (BS)
World Cultures: ANT 230
Individual & Society: PHI 210, PHI 231, PSY 101, SOC 101
100 level justice: PHI 102
Communications: COM 113

Gender Studies (BA)
U.S. Experience: ART 224, CSL 260
Individual & Society: ANT/PSY/SOC 210, ART 222, GEN 101, ISP 145, LLS 255, POL 237
Scientific World: GEN/BIO 255
300 level justice: HIS 375, ISP 334, POL 318

Global History (BA)
World Cultures: HIS 203, HIS 204, HIS 205, HIS 208
U.S. Experience: HIS 201, HIS 202, HIS 217
Individual & Society: ART 222
Scientific World: HIS 131
100 level justice: HIS 100, HIS 106
300 level justice: HIS 320, HIS 352, HIS 359, HIS 374
Learning from the Past: HIS 127
Communications: HIS 144
Humanities & Justice (BA)
U.S. Experience: HIS 217, LIT 265
Individual & Society: PHI 210
300 level justice: HIS 320, HIS 374, HIS 375, ISP 321, ISP 322, ISP 335, LIT 326, LIT 327, LLS 322, PHI 302, SPA 308, SPA 335

International Criminal Justice (BA)
World Cultures: ANT 230, ARA 201, CHI 201, FRE 201, GER 201, ITA 201, JPN 201, POL 246, POR 201, SPA 201, SPA 211
U.S. Experience: POL 101
Individual & Society: SOC 101
300 level justice: AFR 320, HIS 352, HIS 359, POL 320, SUS 300
Communications: SPA 212, SPA 231

Latin American and Latino/a Studies (BA)
World Cultures: AFR/LLS/HIS 263
U.S. Experience: LLS 124, LLS 241
Creative Expression: LLS/MUS 110, DRA/LLS/SPA 217, LLS 223
Individual & Society: LLS 247, LLS 255
300 level justice: LLS 322, LLS 325, LLS 341, LLS 363, LLS 364
Learning from the Past: LLS 130

Law & Society (BA)
U.S. Experience: POL 101
Individual & Society: SOC 101
300 level justice: LLS 322, PHI 302, POL 318, POL 320

Philosophy (BA)
U.S. Experience: PHI 202
Creative Expression: PHI 201
Individual & Society: PHI 210, PHI 231
300 level justice: PHI 302

Police Studies (BS)
Individual & Society: PHI 231

Political Science (BA)
World Cultures: POL 246
U.S. Experience: POL 101
Individual & Society: POL 237
300 level justice: POL 318, POL 320
**Security Management (BS)**
Individual & Society: SOC 101

**Sociology (BA)**
Individual & Society: SOC 101

**Spanish (BA)**
World Cultures: FRE 201, POR 201, SPA 201, SPA 211
300 level justice: SPA 309, SPA 336
Communications: SPA 202, SPA 212, SPA 230, SPA 231

**Toxicology (BS)**
Math & Quantitative Reasoning: MAT 241, MAT 301
Life & Physical Science: BIO 103, BIO 104, CHE 103, CHE 104, CHE 201, CHE 202, PHY 101, PHY 102
Scientific World: BIO 103, BIO 104, CHE 103, CHE 104, CHE 201, CHE 202, PHY 101, PHY 102